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QUESTION: 124
Which of the following is NOT an object oriented programming term?

A. Class
B. Attribute
C. Constructor
D. Handler

Answer: D
Explanation:
The terms that are used when working with object oriented programming are as follows:
1. Attribute: A character assigned to a class element, such as a property or a method.
2. Class: A representative of an object and stores information about the types of data that an
object can hold.
3. Constructor: Special method that can be defined in a class and called when creating an
instance of the class. However, Handler is not a term used in object oriented programming.

QUESTION: 125
Which of the following statements truly explains the relationship between the component
and the VBox class?

A. The component is a child of the VBox layout container.
B. The component is an instance of the VBox class.
C. The component is used to replace the VBox class in the Flex Framework.
D. The component is extended from the VBox class.

Answer: D
Explanation:
The VBox component is extended from the VBox class. VBox is a layout container that is
used to arrange its children in a single vertical stack, or column. This container behaves
like the application component when its layout is set to vertical. It has the following default
sizing characteristics:
• Default size: The height of a VBox layout container is large enough to hold all its
children at the default. The width of a VBox layout container is the default or width of the
widest child along with left and right padding of the container.
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• Default padding: It has 0 pixels for the top, bottom, left, and right values.
Answer options A, B, and C are incorrect. These are not valid relationships between the
component and the ActionScript VBox class.

QUESTION: 126
Which of the following UI controls is used to display multi-line wrapped text?

A. Textlnput
B. TileList
C. DataGrid
D. TextArea

Answer: D
Explanation:
The TextArea control is a multi-line text field that has a border and optional scroll bars.
The features of the TextArea control are as follows:
• It supports the HTML rendering capabilities of Flash Player and AIR.
• It displays its contents in the color specified by the disabledColor style when the user
disables the TextArea control.
• It can also be set to read-only to prohibit text editing.
• It hides input password text (****) when the user sets the TextArea’s displayAsPassword
property.
Answer option B is incorrect. The TileList control displays a list of items present in the
tiles. It shows a scroll bar on one of its axes to access all items in the list, depending on the
direction property. A user can set the size of the tiles by using the rowHeight and
columnWidth properties.
Answer option A is incorrect. The Textlnput control is a single-line text field that controls
text formatting, validation, and keyboard equivalents. It has many states such as filled,
selected, disabled, and error. The Textlnput control supports the HTML rendering
capabilities of Flash Player and AIR.
Answer option C is incorrect. The DataGrid control is a sub class of the list-based control.
It can display one or more columns of data. It is used to represent the data in the tabular
form, and allow users to scroll the selected data easily. Users can edit the DataGrid control
and multiple rows of data in batches without navigation.

QUESTION: 127
Which RPC service has a load event that is dispatched during the loading of the service
object?
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A. WebService
B. RemoteObject
C. Action Message Format
D. HTTPService

Answer: A
Explanation:
The WebService class is used to retrieve data from a server with calls formatted in the
industry standard SOAP format.
Fact
What is RPC?
RPC (Remote procedure call) is an inter-process communication technology that allows a
computer program to cause a subroutine or procedure to execute in another address space
(commonly on another computer on a shared network) without the programmer explicitly
coding the details for this remote interaction. That is, the programmer would write
essentially the same code whether the subroutine is local to the executing program, or
remote. When the software in question is written using object-oriented principles, RPC
may be referred to as remote invocation or remote method invocation. Answer option D is
incorrect. The HTTPService class is used to send simple HTTP requests to URL5 that
return data formatted as a simple text or XML. Answer option B is incorrect. The
RemoteObject class is used to send and receive messages formatted in Action Message
Format (AM F), which is defined by Adobe and implemented in many of its server
products such as LCDS, BlazeDS, and ColdFusion. Answer option C is incorrect. It is a
message protocol created by Adobe and used by various ActionScript 3.0 classes such as
lExternalizable, NetConnection, NetStream, LocalConnection, and shared objects.

QUESTION: 128
You want to write data in a file (contains xml data) that supports the UTF-8 format. Which
expression will you use in the following code?
var preferences_XML:XML =
<preferences><autoSave>false</autoSave></preferences>; var fp: File =
File.documentsDirectory.resolvePath(”preferences.xml”);
fileStream = new FileStreamQ;
fileStream.open(fp, FileMode.WRITE);
var output:String = <?xml version=1.O encoding=”utf-8”?>\n;
outputString + = preferences_XML.toXMLStringQ;
i/add your expression here/I
fileStream.closeQ;

A. fileStream.writeUTFBytes(FileMode.WRITE);
B. fileStream.writeUTFBytes(output.WRITE);
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C. fileStream.writeUTFBytes(Filemode.output);
D. fileStream.writeUTFBytes(output);

Answer: D
Explanation:
According to the question, you want to write data in a file that supports the UTF-8 format.
Therefore, you will use the following expression:
fileStream.writeUTFBytes(output);
The writeUTFBytes method is used to write data in a file in the UTF-8 format. Answer
options A, B, and C are incorrect. These syntaxes are not valid.
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